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Abstract—Wi-Fi has enjoyed since its conception a striking success as a technology to access the Internet. Thus, Wi-Fi is today
embedded in most of our portable devices like smartphones and tablets. Leveraging the ubiquity and mobility of Wi-Fi devices, in this
paper we study how to expand current Wi-Fi implementations in order to design a mechanism that allows mobile devices to advertise
and discover small chunks of information in an energy efficient way, even in crowded environments. We refer to this mechanism as
Energy Efficient Discovery (E2D) Wi-Fi. Our contribution in this paper is twofold. First, we present the design of E2D Wi-Fi as a
set of driver level extensions to current Wi-Fi implementations, which can de deployed with just a firmware upgrade, and that focus
on discovery, synchronization and channel access. Second, we present a thorough performance evaluation based on packet level
simulations that demonstrates the performance to be expected from E2D Wi-Fi in realistic scenarios.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Wi-Fi technology is nowadays one of the most common
ways to access the Internet. Given its tremendous success this
technology has been embedded in many portable devices like
smartphones and tablets. Despite its convenience, a factorthat
limits the utilization of Wi-Fi in portable devices is its impact
on battery life. Thus, in the recent years significant work has
been carried out, both in the industry and in the academia,
in order to minimize the energy impact of Wi-Fi in portable
devices when these are connected to a Wi-Fi Access Point
(AP); see [1] for a relevant example.

However, no standardized solution exists when devices are
not connected to an AP, which is very common for a portable
device. Thus, current implementations turn off the Wi-Fi radio
and perform periodic scans in order to discover new networks
and devices. Unfortunately, in order to minimize the impact
on battery life the period between scans tends to be very
long1, which limits the possibility of discovering potentially
interesting information while roaming.

In this paper we envision a technology based on Wi-Fi that,
from the user perspective, could bealways onoperating in
the backgroundin a portable device, and would allow this
device to advertise and discover information while roaming.
As a matter of example, a use case for this technology is the
following. Bob is walking around in the city center carryinghis
smartphone with a social networking application configuredto
continuously advertise his presence, and to discover and notify
him if any of his social contacts appear to be within Wi-Fi
range. Thus, when Bob walks by the coffee shop where Alice
is currently in, Bob is notified and they can meet. Notice that
unlike alternative approaches, the described use case requires
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1. For instance, using wireless sniffers the authors verified that when not
connected to an AP theiPhoneperforms periodic scans with an increasing
interval of up to two hours.

no Internet access, nor having Bob or Alice connected to an
Access Point, but instead requiresonly local communications.

Designing the system just described entails a wide set of
challenges spanning from the lower communication layers
up to the way applications can make use of the technology,
while considering vertical aspects like security.In addition,
the following two requirements would foster the adoption
of such a technology: i) The designed technology should
require only a firmware upgrade to current Wi-Fi radios, hence
low level hardware modifications should be avoided, and ii)
the designed technology should assume no other capability
than the existence of a Wi-Fi radio, which would allow to
implement this technology in a wide range of devices.

Our main contribution in this paper is a first step towards the
design of this technology which we refer to asEnergy Efficient
Discovery Wi-Fi(E2D) Wi-Fi. In particular, our contributions
are the following:

- First, we design a novel synchronous low duty cycle
mode, optimized for broadcast transmissions, that does
not require low level modifications to current Wi-Fi
radios, and allowsE2D Wi-Fi devices to converge in
energy efficientclusters, while advertising information
about their applications or services.

- Second, we design a scanning algorithm that allows
E2D Wi-Fi devices to discover other devices or clusters
in their surroundings in an energy efficient way. Our
novel scanning algorithm uses already deployed Wi-Fi
Access Points as external reference clocks to optimize
discovery, and effectively distributes discovery overhead
among different devices.

- Third, we present a thorough performance evaluation
based on packet level simulations that demonstrates how
E2D Wi-Fi allows mobile devices to advertise and dis-
cover small chunks of information in an energy efficient
way, even in very crowded environments. In addition, we
show howE2D Wi-Fi outperforms existent approaches
in the state of the art in mobile environments.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
related work. Section 3 introduces the design ofE2D Wi-
Fi. Then, section 4 presents a detailed performance evaluation
that depicts the performance ofE2D Wi-Fi to be expected in
realistic scenarios. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Extensive work has been done in the area of power efficient
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and the design of ourE2D

Wi-Fi system draws on this existing work, adapting those
concepts to mobile stations and 802.11 based systems.For
example, the S-MAC protocol in [2] describes a system where
sensors broadcast a wake up/sleep schedule to which other
neighboring sensors synchronize forming virtualclustersof
synchronized devices in a flat topology. UnlikeE2D Wi-
Fi though, S-MAC requires multi-hop forwarding which is
achieved by letting stations be part of multiple clusters and
overhear transmissions in order to reduce forwarding delay. In
addition, the time period during which sensors are awake in
S-MAC is fixed and data transmissions are always protected
with an RTS/CTS exchange in order to mitigate hidden nodes.
T-MAC [3] is an extension of S-MAC that improves energy
efficiency by making sensors sleep only after a fixed timeout
where no data has been received, hence making the duration of
the awake period adapt to the load in the channel. In addition,
T-MAC also makes use of the RTS/CTS exchange which
is optimized for the node to sink communication patterns
typical of a sensor network. Both S-MAC and T-MAC require
low level MAC changes with respect to 802.11, like the
rules related to the transmission and overhearing of RTS/CTS
frames, and these modifications are out of the scope ofE2D

Wi-Fi. In addition, a problem not addressed by S-MAC or T-
MAC that E2D Wi-Fi attempts to resolve is that of how to
make the cluster discovery process energy efficient, which is
critical for mobile devices.

Asynchronous low duty cycle MAC protocols have also
been proposed based on the concept of low power listening and
preamble detection. For instance in B-MAC [5] each sensor
is allowed to set an individual wake up/sleep schedule. Thus,
when a transmitter wants to communicate with a given receiver
it transmits a preamble that must be at least as long as the
sleep period of the receiver so that the receiver can detect
it the next time it wakes up, and remain awake for further
data exchanges. WiseMAC [6] improves upon the design of
B-MAC by letting receivers advertise their sleep schedule so
that a transmitter only needs to generate a short preamble right
before the next wake up event of the receiver. However, since
different receivers are active at different times, asynchronous
MAC protocols are poorly suited for broadcast transmissions,
which are the main focus ofE2D Wi-Fi.

Relevant to the scanning algorithm used inE2D Wi-Fi is
the work on quorum-based asynchronous wakeup protocols
for sensor networks. Quorum protocols address the trade-off
between duty cycle (i.e. energy efficiency) and discovery delay
by means of defining unsychronized sequences ofawakeand
sleepstates that guarantee neighboring stations to experience
an overlappingawakeslot in a limited amount of time. For

instance in [7] time is divided into a sequence ofn2 contiguous
slots, which are then arranged as an×n matrix. Each station
then selects a random column and row from this matrix and
remains awake during the slots represented by the selected
values. Thus, this protocol guarantees that two neighboring
stations will discover each other in less thann2 time slots
with a duty cycle of 2n−1

n2 . Another relevant example are
the cyclic shift quorum protocols studied in [8], which are
proven to be optimal in the sense that given a target duty
cycle worst case discovery delay is minimized. Cyclic shift
quorum protocols are defined as(k2+k+1, k+1, 1) sequences,
wherek is a power of a prime, and allow a device to operate
with a duty cycle of k+1

k2+k+1
while achieving a worst case

discovery time ofk2 + k+1 time slots; however the previous
sequences can only be constructed for some duty cycles. Other
works like [9] have extended the previous quorum protocols
to address specific requirements, like allowing devices to
operate with heterogeneous duty cycles.Recently, the authors
in [23] proposed the Recursive Binary Time Partition (RBTP)
protocol that improves upon the previous protocols by letting
devices synchronize every few hours with NTP servers over
the Internet. Like RBTP, the scanning algorithm inE2D Wi-Fi
also improves upon asynchronous quorum protocols by using
an external source of synchronization, howeverE2D Wi-Fi
does not require devices to have Internet connectivity, only a
Wi-Fi radio. In addition, a drawback of the previous protocols,
which is addressed byE2D Wi-Fi, is the fact that in these
protocols discovery must happen in a common channel that
needs to be known a priori by all devices.

Several technologies exist that partially address the chal-
lenge of energy efficient discovery, and hence relate toE2D

Wi-Fi. For instance,FlashLinQ [10] operates in licensed
spectrum and, unlikeE2D Wi-Fi, defines its own physical
layer using an OFDM energy based signaling. FlashLinQ is a
synchronous system, and energy efficient discovery is achieved
by synchronizing to signals coming from cellular systems or
GPS.Notice that focusing only on Wi-Fi and not requiring
cellular or GPS capabilities,E2D Wi-Fi will be applicable to
a wider set of devices than FlashLinQ, like non-cellular tablet
devices and Wi-Fi sensor devices.Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) [11] is another technology that allows discovery with
a reduced power consumption. However, BLE devices are not
synchronized and therefore cannot afford long sleep intervals
if they want to remain discoverable. In addition, BLE does not
scale to large number of devices and is limited by its reduced
range and data rates.Wi-Fi Direct [12] is a technology that
allows Wi-Fi devices to discover each other and establish a
direct connection without the presence of an Access Point.
Wi-Fi Direct defines a discovery algorithm that allows a
pair of devices to rendevous on a common channel, however
this algorithm requires a device doing discovery to remain
always awake, hence it’s not energy efficient, and results
in significant discovery delays [13]. In addition, proposals
like [14] optimize the discovery of Wi-Fi Access Points by
using sensors available in current smartphones in order to
dynamically adapt the scanning intervals. For instance the
scanning frequency increases when the portable device moves
faster. These schemes though suffer from the limitations of
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traditional Wi-Fi discovery, namely that scanning requires a
sequential search across the full band in order to find networks
or devices that could potentially be operating in any channel.

Finally, another body of work relevant toE2D Wi-Fi is
the work on opportunistic networks, of which [27], [28]
and [29] are relevant examples. These works explore the
nature of networks created by opportunistic contacts between
people carrying mobile devices, and design protocols and
algorithms to distribute data in these networks. Typicallythese
works use standard Bluetooth technology for discovery and
synchronization. Therefore, we see our work inE2D Wi-Fi
as an enabler for opportunistic networks, since opportunistic
protocols could run on top ofE2D Wi-Fi instead of Bluetooth
in order to benefit from increased range and battery life.

3 E
2
D WI-FI DESIGN

The problem thatE2D Wi-Fi attempts to resolve is how to
allow a set of neighboring moving devices, or stations2, with
standard 802.11 capabilities, to continuously advertise and
discover small chunks of information in an energy efficient
way. In addition, the designed system should comply to the
following requirements:

- The designed system should avoid hardware modifica-
tions. Thus, current 802.11a/b/g/n radios should be able
to useE2D Wi-Fi with a firmware upgrade.

- The designed system should have a minimal impact on
battery life, i.e. if the standard smartphone user charges
its phone once a day, that should continue to be the
case even thoughE2D Wi-Fi is always operating in the
background.

- The designed system should allow a large number of de-
vices to concurrently advertise and discover information.
Interesting scenarios comprise for instance a crowded city
center, shopping malls or conferences.

- The designed system does not involve multihop operation,
i.e. stations advertise and discover information only in
their local neighborhood (defined by the Wi-Fi range).

In order to solve the problem at hand the operation ofE2D

is based on two modes of operation:

i. The Synchronousmode, that allows devices that haveal-
readydiscovered each other synchronize and periodically
exchange small chunks of information.

ii. The Scanningmode that allows devices to discover each
other in the first place, in an energy efficient way.

Next, we describe the design of these two modes. For the
sake of readibility table 1 summarizes the meaning of the
different variables used throughout this section.

3.1 The Synchronous Mode

The design of theSynchronousmode inE2D Wi-Fi is inspired
by the synchronous low duty cycle MAC protocols for WSNs,
especially the S-MAC protocol [2].

In E2D Wi-Fi devices within Wi-Fi coverage of each other,
discover each other’s presence (as later detailed in section 3.2),

2. Both terms are used equivalently throughout the paper.

and synchronize to a common wake up schedule. Hereafter,
we refer to a group of devices with a synchronized wake
up schedule as acluster, and let the period of the wake up
schedule beTcluster, and the duty cycle of a device operating
in the cluster be the ratio between the time a device is awake
andTcluster, as illustrated in Figure 1.

A cluster is first created by a station that has not been
able to discover any other cluster, according to the scanning
algorithm defined in section 3.2. This first station decides in
which Wi-Fi physical channel the cluster operates, and the
Tcluster period.Given that most portable devices are carried by
people moving at pedestrian speeds, we envision that cluster
periods in the order of seconds should be adequate for most
applications. Thus, the design of theSynchronousmode should
enable devices to utilize small duty cycles in order to minimize
energy consumption.In addition, since all devices in a cluster
are awake at the same time, they can easily advertise and
discover information by broadcasting small data frames, which
we hereafter refer to asAnnouncementframes.

Notice that nothing precludes a device from participating in
more than one cluster at a time, however the communications
within each cluster are always local, i.e. there is no multihop
forwarding inE2D Wi-Fi.

Fig. 1. E2D Wi-Fi operation in Synchronous mode.

There are two main challenges to be solved in theSyn-
chronousmode: i) how can mobile devices in a cluster main-
tain synchronization in order to wake up synchronously despite
clock drifts, and ii) how should channel access be arbitrated
to avoid that a large number of synchronized transmissions
results in a high number of collisions. Next, we discuss how
the previous problems are addressed inE2D Wi-Fi.

3.1.1 Cluster Synchronization
In order to achieve synchronizationE2D Wi-Fi stations im-
plement the following algorithm:

1. At every scheduled transmission time all stations operat-
ing in the cluster wake up and transmit anAnnouncement
frame. The Announcement frame includes, at least, a
timestamp with the station’s local clock value,ttimestamp,
and the periodTcluster being used in the cluster.

2. A station updates its local clock according to the times-
tamp contained in thefirst Announcement frame received
every target transmission time, i.e.tnow ← ttimestamp.
Hence, the first station to transmit does not update its
clock.

3. Wake up events occur whentnow mod Tcluster equals
a pre-specified offset that is known to all devices.
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Variable Meaning
tx Time, according to the station’s clock, when eventx occurs
Tcluster Time interval between wake up events when operating in a cluster
Tdrift Fixed waiting time before transmission to absorbe clock drift, used in section3.1.1
∆max Maximum clock drift within one cluster period, used in section 3.1.1
Tspread Duration over which the transmission time is randomized, used in section 3.1.2
Tidle Idle time without hearing any transmission before going to sleep, used in section 3.1.2
β Parameter used to computeTspread in section 3.1.2
TAnncmt Average duration of an Announcement frame, used in section 3.1.2
Tadvert Time interval between discovery slots in the scanning algorithm, used in section 3.2
Trdvz Duration of a discovery slot in the scanning algorithm, used in section 3.2
Tscan Time interval between scanning attempts when a station is part of a cluster, used in section 3.2
Tsoft state Timeout after which scanning information expires, used in section 3.2
Nx Number of items of type indicated byx, used in section 3.2
CWx Contention Window. A 802.11 station selects a random backoff between[0, CWx] time slots[4]
AnnMaster AP MAC MAC address of the AP for which this device acts as Announcement Master
Lcluster Soft-state list of known clusters, used in section 3.2

C ∈ Lcluster

ClusterID MAC address of the device who initiated clusterC
Period Time interval between wake up events used in clusterC, i.e. Tcluster

StaCount Advertised number of devices in clusterC
TimeSeen Last time clusterC was seen
NumHops Number of hops from the station that observed clusterC directly

Linfra AP Soft-state list of known infrastructure APs, used in section 3.2

AP ∈ Linfra AP

AP MAC MAC address ofAP
AM MAC MAC address of the station acting as Announcement Master forAP
TieBreaker Random value used to decide what a station acts as Announcement Master
T imeSeen Last timeAP was seen
NumHops Number of hops from the station that observedAP directly

TABLE 1
Notation used in the description of E2D Wi-Fi

By means of the previous mechanism stations synchronize
to their local neighborhood. In addition, stations in a cluster
that cannot directly hear each other can become loosely syn-
chronized if they hear the transmissions of a common station.
However, cluster wide synchronization is not a requirementin
E2D Wi-Fi, which suffices because stations can only discover
and advertise information in their local neighborhood.

Within a single periodTcluster the clocks of stations in
a cluster drift appart by a value∆max < Tcluster2δmax,
whereδmax is the maximum drift experienced by the station’s
oscillator, being in commerical Wi-Fi radiosδmax < ±25ppm
[16]. In order to compensate for this driftand avoid missing
the transmissions of earlier stations,in E2D Wi-Fi stations
wait for a Tdrift time before attempting to transmit an An-
nouncement frame (depicted in Fig. 1). As a matter of example
if Tcluster = 10s, then ∆max < 0.5ms, and a reasonable
waiting time isTdrift = 1ms. Thus, the proposed mechanism
should guarantee that a station synchs its clock with its local
neighborhood every wake up time. In section 4 we will study
the level of synchronization that can be achieved with the
proposed scheme.

3.1.2 Channel Access in a Cluster

Given thatE2D Wi-Fi may concentrate a large number of
devices transmitting in a reduced time window, enhanced
channel access mechanisms are needed to mitigate poten-
tial collisions. However, the requirement of reusing existent
hardware severely limits the design of any channel access

functions that have to be based on the currently deployed
802.11 mechanisms [4].

Unlike previous work on synchronous low duty cycle MAC
protocols for sensor networks like S-MAC [2] and T-MAC [3],
E2D Wi-Fi is designed for broadcast transmissions, not uni-
cast, because inE2D Wi-Fi devices advertise information that
might be potentially interesting to any neighboring receiver.
Notice thus that using broadcast frames also precludes the use
of the RTS/CTS exchange, which is fundamental to S-MAC
and T-MAC, since applying RTS/CTS to a broadcast trans-
mission would result in many simultaneous CTS transmissions
that would likely collide achieving thus no effective channel
reservation. Instead,E2D Wi-Fi considers two techniques that
operate on top of 802.11 in order to mitigate hidden nodes
and scale to a large number of devices: i) Contention Window
(CWmin) tuning, and ii) Load Spreading.
CWmin tuning: In order to alleviate collisions in crowded

Wi-Fi networks E2D Wi-Fi devices may use contention
windows3, CWmin, that are larger than the standard con-
tention window used in Wi-Fi (CWmin = 15). Notice that
in 802.11 [4] a station computes a random backoff in the
range[0, CWmin] when the channel is busy, and so increasing
CWmin reduces the probability of two stations selecting the
same number of backoff slots which would result in a collision.
However,setting the right value ofCWmin is not trivial since
increasingCWmin increases channel access delay [18], hence

3. In this paper we assumeCWmax fixed at 1023 which is the value
recommended in the standard [4].
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the duty cycle, and ifCWmin is too large compared to the
contention window used by legacy Wi-Fi devices,E2D Wi-Fi
devices will experience a reduced performance in the presence
of legacy devices [19]. In section 4 we will study in detail the
effect ofCWmin on the performance ofE2D Wi-Fi.

Load Spreading:A novel mechanism considered inE2D

Wi-Fi to decrease collision probability is tospreadthe trans-
mission of the Announcement frames over a given time
window, which we refer to asTspread, and only afterwards
trigger an 802.11 backoff. Thus, under this scheme, stations
wake up, wait for aTdrift time to absorbe clock variations,
and compute a random delay between0 andTspread seconds
before accessing the channel using regular 802.11; where in
order to be energy efficientTdrift + Tspread << Tcluster.
These times are illustrated in Figure 1.

Notice that under the previous scheme the ideal value of
Tspread will depend on the number of stations (or load) in
the cluster. If there are many stations a bigTspread value
is desirable in order to decrease collision probability. On
the other hand, when there are few stations (or load) a
small Tspread value is preferable in order to minimize duty
cycle. Therefore,E2D Wi-Fi stations autonomously adapt
the previousTspread value according to the load that each
station experiences in its local neighborhood. In particular, the
following adaptation rule is used:

Tspread(n) = max{β ×Nfr(n− 1)× TAnncmt, Tspreadmin
}

(1)
Where β > 1 is a parameter that controls the trade-off

between duty cycle and collision probability,Nfr(n − 1)
is the number of frames received in the previous activity
period,TAnncmt is the average observed time duration of an
Announcement frame, andTspreadmin

is the minimum allowed
load spreading interval that we hereafter set to10 ms.

After transmitting an Announcement frame the protocol
needs to decide when a station can return to sleep. In
E2D Wi-Fi, a station returns to sleep at a time equal to
max{tstart period + Tspread, tlast rcvd Ann + Tidle} where
Tidle is a maximum awake time without receiving any An-
nouncement frame from other stations, andtstart period is the
time where the current transmission period started.

Finally, a parameter that critically affects performance is
the selected Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS), which
determines the airtime and delivery ratio of the Announcement
frames.Since inE2D Wi-Fi Announcement frames are broad-
casted, in this paper we propose to use a fixed MCS of6 Mbps,
which is the minimum allowed in 802.11g [4], and should not
result in excessive frame durations if Announcement frames
have a reasonable size, as it will be later discussed. We
leave as future work the study of higher MCS values and
link adaptation algorithms inE2D Wi-Fi. In section 4 we
will study the effectivenes of the previous channel access
techniques.

3.1.3 The Announcement frame

Given thatE2D Wi-Fi needs to be deployable as a firmware
upgrade on current hardware, we design the Announcement

frame making use of the extensibility features of the 802.11
standard [4]. In particular, Announcement frames are imple-
mented as a new type of 802.11 management frame.

Figure 2 depicts the format of an Announcement frame, as
a regular 802.11 management frame of typePublic Action4,
where the destination address (DA) is set to the broadcast
address, because Announcement frames are intended for any
potentially interested station, and the BSSID field is ignored.
Thus, within an Announcement frame a station can include
several Type-Value encoded sub-elements by means of which
the actual functionality is implemented.Next, we describe two
of these sub-elements, depicted in Figure 2, that are critical to
the operations perfomed in theSynchronousmode.

The My Cluster sub-element is always present in an An-
nouncement frame and contains information about the cluster
where a station is currently operating. In particular this sub-
element contains: 1) theClusterIDwhich identifies the cluster
and is the MAC address of the station that first created
the cluster, 2) aTimestampfield that contains the value in
microseconds of the station’s clock in the moment of sending
the Announcement frame5, 3) thePeriod field that denotes the
wake upperiod, i.e.Tcluster, in units of tens of millisenconds
being used in the cluster, and 4) theStation Count field that
contains the number of neighbour stations that this particular
station is seeing in this cluster. Notice that a station canobtain
a rough estimate ofthis number counting the Announcement
frames received every time that it wakes up.

Fig. 2. Announcement frame contents in E2D Wi-Fi

In addition, theContent sub-elementmay be present in
an Announcement frame andcontains the actual information
transmitted by the station. In this paper we assume the
existence of an application running in the mobile device
that decides whether theContentsub-element is present and
understands the semantics within it. In our design we allow
the size of theContentsub-element to be variable subject to
the maximum allowed size of an 802.11 frame. Notice that in
order to increase the efficiency of the system in dense scenarios
small sized messages should be preferred. In section 4 we
suggest reasonable values for the size of this element.

3.2 The Scanning Mode
In a given area multiple clusters may operate simultaneously.
Therefore, mobile stations will need toscanoften to discover

4. The 802.11 standard allows to define new vendor specific Action frames
by reusing a reserved Action Category [4].

5. The same functionality is implemented in Wi-Fi radios today when they
send a Beacon frame.
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available clusters in their proximity and decide what cluster
they want to join. In this section we describe the scanning
algorithm used inE2D Wi-Fi.

3.2.1 An energy efficient Scanning Algorithm

Traditional passive scanning achieves a poor performance in
the scenarios targeted byE2D Wi-Fi. For instance, if clusters
potentially operate inNch different channels, and devices
are active with a periodTcluster, then a passive scan should
last for at leastTD = TclusterNch seconds. Additionally,
if the scanning device alternates sleep and awake cycles to
save power, the worst case discovery delay increases up to
TD

δscan
seconds, whereδscan is the scanning duty cycle of the

device. Notice that given the characteristics ofE2D Wi-Fi, the
previous delay could be in the order of tens of seconds which
prevents effective discovery at pedestrian speeds. In addition,
traditional passive scanning presumes the existence of a cluster
that is being advertised, but it does not guarantee that twoE2D

Wi-Fi devices in proximity that are currently not part of any
cluster can discover each other in all cases.

The idea behind the scanning mechanism inE2D Wi-Fi
is to consider anexternal source of synchronization, which is
different to the synchronization scheme described in section
3.1.1 for the Synchronous mode. Notice that an external
source of synchronization common to scanning devices and
clusters, can be used to define time/frequency coordinates
where discovery should happen, and devices could efficiently
sleep the rest of the time.

This external source of synchronization could be the GPS,
signals from cellular networks, or an NTP server like in [23],
however these technologies are power hungry and may not
be available in allE2D Wi-Fi devices. Therefore in this
paper we propose to use existent infrastructure Wi-Fi Access
Points (APs), deployed in houses or public spaces, as an
external source of synchronizationto be used in scanning
mode. Notice, that Wi-Fi infrastructure is practically ubiquous
in our scenarios of interest,e.g. a city center or public spaces,
[17], and althoughE2D Wi-Fi devices may not be able to
connect to those infrastructure APs, simply observing their
transmitted Beacon frames or Probe Responses is enough to
define an external source of synchronization. Therefore, our
proposed schemedoes not require any modification to existent
APs, nor the ability to connect to them.

In particular, Wi-Fi APs transmit typically every100 ms a
non-encrypted Beacon frame that contains a timestamp and
the AP’s MAC address6. Therefore, rendevouz or discovery
slots for scanning devices can be defined in the following
way. First, we letTadvert be the time in seconds between
consecutive discovery slots, which is known to allE2D Wi-
Fi stations. The timestamp in the AP’s Beacon is defined in
microseconds, hencethe lastn = log2 Tadvert×106 bits from
the timestamp fieldrepeat everyTadvert seconds.Thus, in
order to define periodic discovery slots the scanning devices
simply need to share a common understanding of what the
value of these lastn bits in the timestamp field should be
when a discovery slot occurs. Hence, when a scanning station

6. The same information is also included in Probe Responses

wants to scan for available clusters, it instead scans for any
traditional infrastructure Wi-Fi AP, which can be done in an
energy efficient way because APssend Beacons at periods
much smaller than those used byE2D Wi-Fi clusters, and
can also be discovered using active scanning [4]. Then, when
a scanning station discovers a Wi-Fi AP, it identifies the next
available discovery slot as the time when the lowestn bits
of the AP’s MAC address equal the lowestn bits of the
timestamp that the AP embeds in the Beacon.In addition,
these discovery slots are scheduled to occur in the same
channel where the infrastructure AP is operating.Therefore,
a scanning station can efficiently sleep and only wake upfor
a short time to rendevous with other scanning devices, which
we refer to asTrdvz, at the designated discovery slot times.
Likewise, some of the stations in the cluster that we refer to
asAnnouncement Masters (AM)and that are selected to assist
potentially scanning devices, perform the same procedure to
determine discovery slots and transmit Announcement frames
in those slots, which will then be used by the scanning
stations to discover the cluster.The operation of this scanning
algorithm is depicted in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. E2D Wi-Fi operation in Scanning mode. The
scanning device and the Announcement Master are within
the coverage of the infrastructure AP, and derive common
timeslots from the timestamps transmitted by the AP.

Notice that external APs are vulnerable to attacks where the
owner of the AP could alter the Beaconing or Probe Response
behavior, hence impairing the ability ofE2D Wi-Fi devices
to benefit from our enhanced scanning mechanism. However,
the high density of available APs in urban scenarios [15], and
the level of skill required for these attacks, should provide an
inherent level of protection against these attacks. In addition,
even if these attacks succeeded or no APs were available,
E2D Wi-Fi devices could still discover surrounding clusters
using traditional passive scanning, although paying a penalty
in power consumption.

In an environment with multiple infrastructure APs a dif-
ferent set of discovery slots could be defined with respect to
the timestamps transmitted by each of these APs, and scanning
devices could thus attempt discovery in any of these discovery
slots. In addition, in order to limit the energy spent in scanning
mode the number of discovery slots could be limited; for
instance the selected APs could be theNAP ones having the
lowest MAC address. Therefore a station operating according
to the described procedure will have a duty cycle in scanning
mode ofNAP

Trdvz

Tadvert
and, assuming ideal radio conditions, the
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worst case discovery time will be bounded byTadvert.
The proposed mechanism though incurs a cost in the

Announcement Master (AM) stations in a cluster. The AM
stations,besides their normal operation within a cluster, scan
and select an infrastructure AP with which they maintain
synchronization. Thus, at the discovery slot times defined by
that AP, the AM stationsgo to the Wi-Fi physical channel
where the AP is sitting andtransmit Announcement frames to
aid discovery for potentially scanning stations (see Figure 3).

In order to decide which station in a cluster acts as AM
station Algorithm 1 is used that works in the following
way. AM stations declare their role to their cluster neighbors
by including theInfrastructure APsub-element, depicted in
Figure 4, in the Announcement frames transmitted within a
cluster. This sub-element includes the MAC address of the
infrastructure AP for which the station is acting as AM and a
Tie Breakerfield. Thus, a station in a cluster starts operating
as AM station if it discovers one infrastructure AP for which
it has not heard that any other station is already acting as AM,
or if the station acting as AM has a higher Tie Breaker than its
own (lines 6 to 12). In addition, if a station that is acting asAM
for a given AP receives anInfrastructure APsub-element from
another station indicating that the other station is actingas AM
for the same AP, the station with the highestTie Breakervalue
gives up its role as AM (lines 14 to 19). In order to share the
role of AM, stations periodically refresh their advertisedTie
Breakerfield with a new random number. In addition, stations
use the receivedInfrastructure APsub-elements to maintain a
list of infrastructure APs in their neighborhood (lines 20-21).
Therefore, Algorithm 1 results in having one AM station for
each infrastructure AP in each neighborhood.

Fig. 4. Announcement frame sub-elements related to the
Scanning mode.

To further illustrate the dynamics of Algorithm 1 we study
analytically how the probability of having a device acting as
Announcement Master (AM),p{AM}, depends on the number
of APs and neighboring devices in a given area.

Let us consider a space of areaS whereM stations, with
radio coverageRsta meters, andN APs, with radio coverage
Rap meters, are randomly deployed. Thus,p{AM} can be
expressed as:

p{AM} =

N
∑

k=0

I(N, k, α)p{AM |k APs}

Whereα =
πR2

ap

S
is the probability of aE2D Wi-Fi device

hearing a particular AP,I(N, k, x) =
(

N
k

)

xk(1 − x)N−k is
a binomial coefficient, andp{AM |k APs} is the probability of
becoming AM if we can heark APs, where:

Algorithm 1: Announcement Master selection
1 Variables:
2 Linfra AP ← Soft-state list of known infrastructure APs.
3 myTieBreaker ← Tie Breaker of this station.
4 myMAC ← MAC of this station.
5 Executed after performing a scan:
6 if AnnMaster AP MAC is NULL then
7 for AP ∈ Linfra AP do
8 if AP.AM MAC is NULL or

myTieBreaker < AP.T ieBreaker then
9 //Start operating as Announcement Master for this AP

10 AnnMaster AP MAC ← AP.AP MAC
11 AP.AM MAC ← myMAC
12 break
13 Executed when receiving an Announcement frame:
14 if infraAP SubElem is presentthen
15 APrcvd ← infraAP SubElem
16 if AnnMaster AP MAC = APrcvd.AP MAC then
17 if myTieBreaker > APrcvd.T ieBreaker then
18 // Stop operating as Announcement Master for this AP
19 AnnMaster AP MAC ← NULL
20 //Insert/updateAPrcvd in our list of known APs
21 Linfra AP ← {Linfra AP ∪APrcvd}

p{AM |k APs} =

M−1
∑

j=0

I(M − 1, j, β)p{AM |j STAs, k APs}

Whereβ =
πR2

sta

S
is the probability of having anotherE2D

Wi-Fi device within radio coverage, andp{AM |j STAs, k APs}

is the probability of becoming AM when we can heark APs
and j E2D Wi-Fi devices. In order to simplify the analysis,
we assume that all devices within Wi-Fi range of our device of
interest hear the same set of APs7. Thus a device will become
AM as long as there is an AP for which no other device with
a lower Tie Breaker acts as AM, where each device computes
its Tie Breaker randomly. Thus:

p{AM |j STAs, k APs} =

{

1 j < k
k

j+1
j ≥ k

Therefore,p{AM} can be expressed as:

p{AM} = 1−

N
∑

k=0

I(N, k, α)

M−1
∑

j=k

I(M − 1, j, β)(1−
k

j + 1
)

Figure 5 depicts howp{AM} decreases as the number of
E2D Wi-Fi devices,M , increases, since devices share the
burden of becoming AM stations. In addition,p{AM} increases
when the number of APs increases, in order to enhance
the discoverability of the cluster. Notice that, as previously
explained, the number of considered APs could be limited to
trade-off discoverability with AM overhead.

Finally, if a scanning station is not able to detect any infras-
tructure APs, or if discovery using the described mechanismis
not successful, the station defaults back to a traditional passive
discovery mode where its radio is powered up until a cluster
is discovered or a timeout is exceeded. In section 4 we will
study how this protocol behaves in a realistic scenario.

7. This assumption is justified by the larger Wi-Fi range of APs. In addition,
in section 4 we show how the conclusions of our analysis hold in a practical
setting.
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Fig. 5. p{AM} as a function of the number of devices (M )
and the number of APs (N ).

3.2.2 When to trigger a scan?

In the previous section we have describedhowstations perform
a scanning. Hence, we now discusswhen stations should
perform these scans. In particular, notice that while a station
that has not yet discovered any cluster will continuously
attempt discovery using the previous algorithm, the stations
that are already part of a cluster also perform periodic scans
in order to discover new clusters that could be potentially more
interesting; e.g. larger clusters where there are more devices
operating and hence more information could be discovered.

In order to discover available neighboring clusters a station
operating in a given clusterperforms periodic scans with
a period that has an average value ofTscan

8. However,
to decrease scanning overhead, stations that are part of a
cluster are allowed to re-use the scanning results from other
stations, as illustrated in Algorithm 2, which works in the
following way. Stations maintain assoft-state, i.e. expiring
after Tsoft state, a data structure with their list of known
clusters,Lcluster. Thus, the entries of this list are included
as Known Clustersub-elements (depicted in Figure 4) in the
Announcement frames sent by each station, and upon receiving
an Announcement frame (lines 10 to 16 in Algorithm 2),
stations update the contents of their ownLcluster list, if the
received information is fresh (line 12) and theNumHopsfield
in the received Announcement frameis belowNumHopmax.
The NumHopsfield is used by stations in a cluster to indicate
if they discovered the advertised cluster by scanning directly
(NumHops = 0), or if it was learned from aKnown
Cluster sub-element broadcasted by another station in their
neighborhood (NumHops > 0). Thus, when stations re-
broadcast a cluster learnt from a receivedKnown Clustersub-
element, they increase by one theNumHopsfield (line 13).
The previous mechanism allows stations to filter outKnown
Cluster sub-elements that resulted from scannings done by
stations far away, and that could therefore significantly differ
from the results obtained by the station if scanning directly.
Consequently, as indicated between lines 7 and 9, the number
of scanning attempts per station can be reduced because a
station only triggers a scan under two conditions: i) if its
Lcluster list does not contain fresh information and theTscan

timer expires, or ii) if there is a cluster inLcluster that has
more devices than the station’s current cluster.

According to Algorithm 2, if we consider a density ofd

8. The actual scanning interval is slightly randomized to prevent that
stations synchronize and perform scans at the same time.

Algorithm 2: In-cluster scanning trigger procedure
1 Variables:
2 Nstas ← Current number of stations that are seen in the cluster.
3 Lcluster ← List of known clusters.
4 Cvalid ← {C ∈ Lcluster | C.T imeSeen > tnow − Tsoft state}
5 Nstasmax ← max{C.StaCount | C ∈ Cvalid}
6 Executed before going to sleep:
7 if (Cvalid = ∅ and tnow − tlast scan > Tscan) or
(Nstasmax > Nstas) then

8 trigger scan← true
9 tlast scan ← tnow

10 Executed on receiving an Announcement frame:
11 for C ← Known Cluster SubElem do
12 if C.T imeSeen > tnow − Tsoft state and

C.NumHops ≤ NumHopmax then
13 C.NumHops← C.NumHops+ 1
14 //Insert/updateC in our list of known clusters
15 Lcluster ← {Lcluster ∪ C}
16 tlast scan ← tnow

devices perm2, with radio coverageRsta meters, and a stable
situation where a device does not see clusters with more sta-
tions than its current cluster, then devices within a radiusequal
to Rsta(NumHopmax + 1) will on average alternate their
scanning attempts. Therefore, the average interval between
scanning attempts for a given device,∆scan, will increase on
average with the number of devices as:

E{∆scan} = dπ(Rsta(NumHopmax + 1))2Tscan

Finally, as well as stations re-distribute their scanning results
about other discovered neighboring clusters, Announcement
Master (AM) stations also re-distribute information aboutthe
infrastructure APs that they have discovered. This is helpful to
any other station taking over the role of AM. For this purpose,
AM stations include theInfrastructure APsub-element (see
Figure 4) in their Announcement frames.

3.2.3 What is a good cluster selection policy?

We conclude this section by discussing how a station decides
which cluster to connect to once multiple clusters have been
discovered.In particular, we want to study policies that result
in stations creating few clusters that are as large as possible,
since participating in fewer clusters is good for power con-
sumption and the bigger the number of stations in a cluster
the more information that each station will be able to discover.
Notice that the protocol has no restriction on how large a
cluster can grow, and as previously discussed not all devices
in a cluster need to be able to see each other directly.

For this purpose we propose a heuristic cluster selection
policy illustrated in Algorithm 3, which works in the following
way. After completing a scan a station selects the clusters
advertising more thanNmax−Nmargin stations in theStation
Count field of the My Clustersub-elements included in their
Announcement frames (see Figure 2), whereNmax is the
maximum of all discoveredStation Countfields (line 4), and
Nmargin is an internal value known to anyE2D Wi-Fi station
(line 5). Then, in order to bias stations towards selecting the
same clusters, from the obtained subset of clusters the station
joins the one with the lowestClusterID value (line 6).
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In section 4 we will study how effective this policy is in
making stations converge to a common cluster.

Algorithm 3: Cluster Selection policy
1 Variables:
2 Lclusters ← List of clusters discovered after performing a scan.
3 Executed after performing a scan:
4 Nmax ← max{C.StaCount | C ∈ Lcluster}
5 Ccandts ← {C ∈ Lcluster | C.StaCount > Nmax −Nmargin }
6 Cselected ← min{C.ClusterID | C ∈ Ccandts}

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

4.1 Evaluation Framework

In order to evaluateE2D Wi-Fi we first use a commercial
smartphone to understand which Wi-Fi duty cycles deliver
an acceptable battery performance,and hence can be used in
Synchronous mode. Then, we implement our proposedE2D

Wi-Fi algorithms in a packet level simulator to evaluate their
performace in realistic scenarios. Our packet level simulator
is based on OPNET [20], to accurately model the protocols
involved, and on Mobireal [21] to generate mobility models
that capture realistic densities of moving pedestrians.
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Fig. 6. Evaluation scenario: Osaka downtown with 80%
pedestrian density. Density varies in our experiments.

In particular, our evaluation scenario consists of pedestrians
moving through downtown Osaka, depicted in Figure 6, where
we have varied the density of pedestrians carryingE2D Wi-
Fi devices. The physical layer in OPNET has been modified
to include a propagation model that depends on the layout of
our scenario [22], and accounts for the power capture effect
[24] that is very common in Wi-Fi networks. Finally, our
simulations consider a given number of infrastructure APs
that are randomly placed in our reference scenariowithin the
blocks representing buildings. Each simulation runs for 3000
seconds and each experiment is repeated three times in order
to gain statistical confidence.

Table 2 contains the default values for the various param-
eters considered in our evaluation, unless otherwise stated.
Throughout this evaluation we consider the size of theContent

sub-element in the Announcement frames to be equal to 200
bytes9. The reason for this assumption is that this is the
average size of a Twitter message [25], and so it represents
a relevant example of an application that can be used to
exchange information with reduced message sizes. In addition
we consider that all stations in our scenario transmit one
Announcement frame every cluster period, and we vary the
density of pedestrians carryingE2D Wi-Fi devices from 5%
to 100%, where a 100% corresponds to the real pedestrian
densities measured in Osaka downtown by the authors in[21],
and whichtranslates in our scenario in approximately 1000
devices. Finally, we setTcluster = 10 seconds, which should
be appropriate for applications targeting pedestrian speeds.

Parameter Value Parameter Value
CWmin 15 Tdrift 1 ms
Tspread 0 ms Tscan 120 s
β 0 Tsoft state 60 s
MCS 6 Mbps Nmargin 10
Tcluster 10 s NumHopmax 1
Tidle 25 ms Tadvert 2 s
Contentsize 200 B Num. infra. APs 8
TX power 15 dBm Sensitivity -84 dBm
Trdvz 20 ms Clock Drift 25 ppm

TABLE 2
Default Evaluation Parameters.

4.2 Wi-Fi duty cycle effect on battery life
Assuming a cluster period of ten seconds, in this section
we study experimentally which Wi-Fi duty cycles deliver an
acceptable battery performance. For this purpose, we used a
Samsung Galaxy Nexus smartphone and developed an Android
application thatautomaticallyturns the Wi-Fi interface on and
off according to a configured duty cycle10.

Figure 7 depicts the achieved battery lifetime with several
Wi-Fi duty cycles for two different cases: 1) having the
screen off, and 2) having the screen on for five hours, which
corresponds to the usage pattern of a heavy user [26]. We
can see in the figure how a 10% Wi-Fi duty cycle already
significantly reduces battery life down to 45 hours when the
screen is off and to 25 hours when the screen is five hours
on. Thus, duty cycles above 10% would force a heavy user
to charge his phone more than once a day, which should be
avoided ifE2D Wi-Fi is to be run seamlessly in background.

Notice though that our user space implementation incurs
an overhead in turning the Wi-Fi interface on and off, which
could be minimized if such functionality would be imple-
mented directly in the Wi-Fi chipset. Therefore, we consider
our results slightly pessimistic, and assume hereafter that a
Tcluster = 10 seconds and a duty cycle below 10%, should
be reasonable values to allow moving pedestrians usingE2D

Wi-Fi to publish and discover information with a moderate
impact on battery life.

9. In practice an application API could limit the maximum message size.
10. While the Wi-Fi interface is on, the smartphone is in scan mode, where

it usually sends a broadcast Probe request every 20ms.When the interface is
off, Wi-Fi is disabled and no frames are sent.
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Fig. 7. Samsung Galaxy Nexus battery lifetimes for
Tcluster = 10 seconds, and different Wi-Fi duty-cycles.

4.3 Synchronous mode Evaluation

ConsideringTcluster = 10 seconds and a target maximum
duty cycle of10%, in this section we analyse the performance
of the Synchronous mode inE2D Wi-Fi, looking at cluster
synchronization and channel access performance.

4.3.1 Cluster Synchronization
In this section we investigate what level of synchronization
can be achieved using the synchronization algorithm defined
in section 3.1.1, and how synchronization extends beyond
the local neighborhood. For this purpose, Figure 8 depicts
as a color map (needs to be seen in color) a snapshot of
the clock differences among all stations in Osaka downtown
when we have a 30% station density and stations have con-
verged to a common cluster. As indicated in the colorbar
next to the figure, the maximum clock difference between
any two stations is below3 ms, which is easily tolerable
whenTcluster = 10 seconds. In addition, the synchronization
errors tend to vary smoothly over the considered geographical
area, because stations synchronize to their local neighborhood.
Given that stations move, their local neighborhood continu-
ously changes and it is thus interesting to study how movement
affects synchronization. Figure 9(a) depicts the instantaneous
synchronization errors experienced by the stations as they
roam through our scenario with a 50% station density, where
it can be seen that the errors experienced are always within
±2 ms, except before 600 seconds when stations have not yet
converged to a common cluster(cluster convergence will be
studied later in more detail). Indeed, Figure 9(b) plots these
synchronization errors as a cumulative distribution function
(CDF) for several station densities in our scenario, and shows
how most of the synchronization errors are actually within
the±1 ms range, which validates theTdrift = 1 ms margin
suggested in section 3 to absorbe synchronization errors.

4.3.2 Cluster Channel Access Performance
In this section we assess the amount of Announcement frames
transmitted within a clusterthat get effectively received by
each station in our scenario, and the resulting duty cycles that
will determine the impact ofE2D Wi-Fi on battery life. In
addition, we study how to properly configure theCWmin,
Tspread andβ parameters introduced in section 3.1.2.

Figures 10(a), 10(c) and 10(e) depict respectively for an
experiment where the density ofE2D Wi-Fi devices in Osaka
downtown increases: i) the average number of Announce-
ment frames received per awake period, ii) the percentage of
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Fig. 8. Cluster synchronization errors in Osaka down-
town.

successfully received Announcement frames (received frames
over the received plus collided frames), and iii) the average
duty cycle experienced by a station. In addition, the figures
illustrate the results for the following parameter combinations:
CWmin = 15, 1023 and a fixedTspread = 0, 100, 300 ms.
Looking at the figure we can see that when using standard
802.11, i.e.CWmin = 15 and Tspread = 0 (solid blue
line with round marker), the high collision probability pre-
vents stations from receiving Announcement frames. Having
CWmin = 1023 substantially improves the delivery ratio of
Announcement frames at only a small penalty in duty cycle.
However,CWmin = 1023 may result inE2D Wi-Fi stations
always yelding to legacy Wi-Fi devices that useCWmin = 15
[19], hence penalizing energy consumption. Increasing the
spreading time before transmitting an Announcement frame,
Tspread, is a very effective way to improve the frame delivery
ratio. In addition, asTspread increases, the effect ofCWmin

reduces and hence stations are free to use a smallCWmin to
compete fairly with legacy Wi-Fi devices. Notice though, that
the drawback of using a largeTspread is that the duty cycle
increases, regardless of the number of stations in the network.

In order to mitigate the effect ofTspread on duty cycle,
we proposed in section 3.1.2 to adaptTspread to the load
in the cluster according to the adaptation rule described in
equation 1. Thus, Figures 10(b), 10(d) and 10(f) depict the
performance of this adaptation rule forβ = 3, 5, 7, and
CWmin = 15 (a contention window that guarantees a fair
competition with legacy Wi-Fi stations). We can see in the
figures how by adaptingTspread the duty cycle only increases
when congestion in the network increases, which is the desired
behavior, and even for high station densities the duty cycleis
kept well below 10%. In addition, by adaptingTspread the
collision probability is kept stable for all network conditions,
at a level that is determined byβ, which controls the trade-
off between duty cycle and delivery ratio. We leave as future
work an automatic setting ofβ.
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(d) AdaptiveTspread: Announcement frame delivery ratio
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Fig. 10. Synchronization mode performance. Performance of CWmin and fixed Tspread on the left column. Performance
of adaptive Tspread on the right column.

4.4 Scanning Mode Evaluation

The goal of this section is to evaluate theperformance of
the scanning algorithmproposed in section 3.2. In particular
we want to investigate the following questions:i) how do the
aynchronous wake up protocols discussed in section 2 compare
to our AP-based scanning algorithm?, ii) how are discovery
delay and energy reduced when using infrastructure APs as an
external reference clock?, iii) how often does this discovery
method succeed?, and iv) what is the overhead incurred by
the Announcement Master (AM) stations?. In this section we
assume that channel access is performed usingTspread = 0,
i.e. without load spreading, andCWmin = 1023 (similar
results were obtained whenTspread > 0).

Figure 11 depicts the CDF of the discovery delays achieved
with the following protocols discussed in section 2: i) a

(73, 9, 1)-cyclic shift quorum protocol from [8] that results
in a 12.3% duty cycle, ii) a(133, 12, 1)-cyclic shift quorum
protocol from [8] that results in a9% duty cycle, iii) a Grid
quorum protocol from [7] that results in a12% duty cycle,
and iv) our AP-based synchronization scheme assuming one
infrastructure AP,Tadvert = 2 seconds andTrdvz = 20 ms,
which results in a1% duty cycle11. Notice that instead of our
proposed scheme, a station acting as AM could implement
one of the previous protocols in order to let a scanning device
implementing the same protocol discover the existence of the
cluster. The results in Figure 11 assume ideal radio conditions,
a slot size for the asynchronous wakeup protocols of100ms (a

11. Note that this value is slightly optimistic because we are notaccounting
for the energy spent on discovering the infrastructure AP.
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Beacon Interval), and the scanning device directly scanning in
the Wi-Fi channel where the AM device is also operating. We
can see in the figure, how leveraging an external source of
synchronization improves the energy versus discovery delay
trade-off compared to asynchronous protocols. In addition, in
order to achieve the discovery delays depicted in Figure 11
asynchronous protocols require scanning devices to have a
priori knowledge of the channel where other scanning devices
or AM stations in clusters are operating, which would im-
ply restricting the scanning mode to only one pre-specified
physical Wi-Fi channel, thus imposing a significant burden to
legacy Wi-Fi networks deployed in that channel, or one AM
station should be selected for each potential physical Wi-Fi
channel where a scanning device might be operating, which
would require more AM stations in each cluster.

Next, we analyze the performance of our proposed scanning
algorithm in the Osaka downtown scenario.Figures 12(a)
and 12(b) depict respectively the distributions12 of scanning
delay and scanning energy consumption when we increase the
density ofE2D Wi-Fi devices in Osaka downtown. We can
see in the figures that regardless of the density, most of the
scanning attempts concentrate around durations of less than
5 seconds and energy consumptions of less than 500 mJ13.
However, the distribution has some outliers with a scanning
delay of around 15 seconds and a scanning energy of around
5 J. The reason for these outliers is that stations first applyour
algorithm, which result in the samples with low delays and low
energy, and if no cluster is found after this initial scanning a
station stays awake for a period of ten seconds, which results
in the outliers with large delays and energy consumptions.
E2D Wi-Fi scanning results in lower delay because the
advertisement period used by AM stations isTadvert = 2
secondsand stations attempt discovery in two consecutive
discovery slots for each AP, and low energy, because stations
only wake up at the defined discovery slots. Figure 12(c)
depicts the percentage of AP-based scanning attempts that
are indeed successful as the number of infrastructure APs in
Osaka downtown varies, where we can see that with more than
8 APs the success rate for our enhanced scanning method is
already above 80%. Therefore, we conclude that, given the AP

12. The results of these figures are depicted using boxplots, where the
red line inside the box represents the median of the distribution, the edges
represent the 25th and 75th percentiles (with valuesq1 andq3), the upper and
lower whiskers extend respectively toq3+1.5(q3−q1) andq1−1.5(q3−q1),
and the red crosses are considered to be outliers.

13. These energy values are derived using the power consumption values
of a commercial Wi-Fi chipset, and the same energy model used in [1].

densities reported in [15], our proposed scanning algorithm
should be highly effective in reducing delay and especially
energy consumption.

A price to pay inE2D Wi-Fi is the requirement of having
some stations in the cluster acting as Announcement Masters
(AMs). AM stations track the presence of infrastructure APs
and everyTadvert transmit an Announcement frame to let
the cluster be discovered(see Figure 3), which incurrs an
extra overhead. Figure 12(d) depicts theCDF of the power
consumed by non-AM stations and by AM stations in the
Osaka scenario for a 30% station density. We can see in the
figure how AM stations consume on average less than twice
as much power than non-AM stations, since AM stations can
also sleep and only wake up during the inferred discovery
slots. In addition, notice that stations can share the role of
AM by randomizing the advertisedTie Breakerfield in the
Infrastructure APsub-element (see Figure 4). In Figure 12(e)
we can see how the percentage of stations that act as AM
within a cluster quickly drops as the density ofE2D Wi-Fi
stations increases, as predicted in section 3.2. Accordingly,
Figure 12(f) illustrates how for a given station density the
percentage of AM stations increases when the number of
infrastructure APs increases, which however improves the
discoverability of the cluster.

We conclude our evaluation analyzing the dynamics derived
from the cluster selection policy introduced in section 3.2.
The goal of this policy is to letE2D Wi-Fi stations converge
into clusters that are as big as possible. Notice that when
stations boot up they scan for existing clusters, and if none
is found they start their own cluster waiting to be discovered
by other stations. Thus, initially there tend to be many clusters
in the network which progressively merge into bigger clusters
as stations scan, driven by Algorithm 2, and discover the
existence of other clusters. Figure 13(a) depicts the size of
the biggest cluster over time in Osaka downtown for different
station densities. We can see that in all cases after1500
seconds all stations converge to a common cluster. In addition,
we observe no correlation between the station density in our
scenario and the convergence time into a common cluster.

In order to deepen our understanding on the dynamics of
the cluster convergence process Figure 13(b) depicts, for aset
of simulation samples(each mark in the graph corresponds to
a different sample), the effect of the scanning interval,Tscan,
and the number of infrastructure APs in our scenario on the
time required for 95% of the stations to converge to a common
cluster. We can see in the figure that in all cases stations
converge before 2000 seconds. However, cluster convergence
time is essentially random, affected by the initial position of
the stations in our scenario, and exhibits a weak correlation
with the size of the scanning interval,Tscan.

4.5 Comparison with S-MAC and T-MAC

In this section we study howE2D Wi-Fi, with adaptive
spreading (β = 5), compares against S-MAC [2] and T-
MAC [3] described in section 2. However, since we target
broadcast communications, we cannot consider the RTS/CTS
related mechanisms implemented in S-MAC and T-MAC. In
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Fig. 12. Scanning mode performance.
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Fig. 13. Cluster formation dynamics

particular, our S-MAC and T-MAC implementation contain
the following features. First, both protocols use the same
virtual clusteringscheme to make devices converge to com-
mon schedules, where devices advertise their awake schedule,
and other devices after performing passive scanning adhere
to the discovered schedules. Consequently, if a device hears
multiple schedules it will concurrently participate in allof
them. Second, S-MAC uses a fix awake period of200 ms,
whereas in T-MAC the awake period adapts to the channel
load by allowing devices to sleep only after a given idle time
without receiving any frame. For a fair comparison equivalent
parameters have been used for all the protocols.

For this evaluation we consider our Osaka downtown sce-
nario with a density of50%. The left and right sub-plots in
Figure 14 depict respectively howE2D Wi-Fi results in a

higher number of received Announcement frames and in a
lower duty cycle than S-MAC and T-MAC. The reasons for
these results are: i) the spreading algorithm used inE2D Wi-
Fi results in fewer collisions than S-MAC and T-MAC where
devices try to access the medium right after waking up, and ii)
the virtual clustering scheme used in these protocols, where
devices participate concurrently in multiple clusters, and the
use of periodic passive scanning result in higher duty cycles,
especially for S-MAC that does not have adaptive sleeping,
compared toE2D Wi-Fi, where devices use an energy efficient
discovery process.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have introducedE2D Wi-Fi, consisting of
a set of driver level extensions to current Wi-Fi implemen-
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tations that enable mobile devices to advertise and discover
small chunks of information in the background in an energy
efficient way. Our main contributions have been in the areas
of discovery, synchronization and channel access. In addition,
we presented an extensive evaluation that validates the perfor-
mance ofE2D Wi-Fi compared to alternative approaches.

We acknowledge though that several challenges need yet to
be addressed, like:1) study the performance ofE2D Wi-Fi
when implemented in real devices, 2) define an API to allow
applications to publish and filter relevant information, 3)build
security and privacy aspects that avoid device tracking, and
4) desig mechanisms to allow Wi-Fi devices to concurrently
attach to an AP while operatingE2D Wi-Fi.
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